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REDUCTION DE LA PRESSION ATMOSPHERIQUE
(Rapport preliminaire sur les problemes souleves par cette question)

La premiere partie de cette Note technique contient un resume des methodes utilisees par 59 Services meteorologiques pour reduire la valeur de la pression observee par les stations meteorologiques a la valeur qui aurait ete constatee si la station avait ete situee au niveau moyen de la mer. Les meteorologistes se sont penches depuis les premiers jours de la science meteorologique
sur ce probleme fort controverse.
Les informations figurant dans la premlere partie ont ete obtenues a la
suite d'une enquete faite par le Secretariat de l'OMM en 1952/53; elles demontrent la necessite de proceder a une normalisation plus poussee des methodes
de reduction de la pression qui sont appliquees dans les diverses regions du
monde.
La seconde partie de la Note contient un rapport prepare au caurs de la
premlere session de la Commission des Instruments et des Methodes d'Observation
(Toronto, 1953) par M. L.P. Harrison, President du Groupe de travail de Barometrie. Ce rapport examine l'ensemble du probleme de la reduction de la pression
en commen~ant par l'analyse des rapports soumis a ce sujet a la session de Toronto en 1953 _et par un examen critique des methodes de reduction de la pression employees actuellement par les Services meteorologiques. Ce rapport etudie en detail les divers elements entrant dans l'equation hypsometrique appliquee pour reduire la pression et formule en outre quelques suggestions en ce
qui concerne les valeurs du gradient vertical thermique, etc. dont l'emploi devrait etre, de l'avis de l'auteur, recommande a l'echelon international. Certaines de ces suggestions ont deja ete examinees par la Commission des Instruments et Methodes d'Observation qui a adopte a sa premiere session un certain
nombre-de recommandations ayant pour objet d'assurer une plus grande uniformite dans les methodes utilisees pOUT corriger et reduire les lectures barometriques. Les plus importantes sont la Recommandation 9 (CIMO-I) "Conventions barometriques internationales", la Recommandation 10 (CIMO-I) "Determination de
l'acceleration locale de la pesanteur" et la Recommandation 13 (CIlIID-I) "Reduction de la pression au niveau moyen de la mer dans les stations situees a faible altitude".
Ces recommandations ont ete approuvees par le Comite Executif de l'OMM;
les lecteurs que cette question interesse sont pries de se reporter au Rapport
Final Abrege de la premiere session de la Commission des Instruments et Methodes d'Observation (Publication de l'OMM No 19 - RP. 9).
L'ensemble du probleme de la reduction de la pression est actuellement a
l'etude par un groupe de travail de la Commission des Instruments et Methodes
d'Observation place sous la presidence de M. L.P. Harrison.
11 semble souhaitable d'examiner et de commenter le plus largement possible
les informations contenues dans cette Note technique afin d'aider le Groupe de
travail de Barometrie dans sa tache ardue.
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IIPMBE,llEHME ATMOC<l5EPHOrO lIABJIEHMB
(IIpe~BapMTe~bHoe

C006~eHMe

0

rrp06~eMax, rrOCTaB~eHHHX

STMM BOrrpOCOM)

IIepBafl ~aCTb STOM TeXHM~eCROM 3aMeTRM CO~epmMT RpaTROe M3~Ome
MeTO~OB, Mcrro~b3yeMHx 59 MeTeopo~orM~ecRMMM c~ym6aMM, ~~fl rrpMBe~eHMfl Be~M~MHH ~aB~eHMfl, YCTaHoB~eHHoM Ha6~ID~eHMflMM MeTeopo~orM~ecRMx
cTaH~MM, R Be~M~MHe, ROTopafl 6H~a 6H OTMe~eHa, eC~M 6H CTaH~Mfl 6H~a
pacno~omeHa Ha cpe~HeM ypoBHe MOpfl. C rrepBHX ,JJ;HeM MeTeopo~orM~eCROM
HayRM MeTeopo~orM 3aHMMaIDTCfl STOM o~eHb crropHOM rrp06~eMoM.
HMe

CBe~eHMfl, rrpMBe~eHHHe B rrepBOM ~acTM, rro~~eHH B pe3Y~bTaTe 3ac~e~aHHoro CeRpeTapMaTOM BMO B 1952-53 ro~ax;
OHM flCHO rrORaHe06xo~MMOCTb rrpMcTynMTbR BH60py, B Ra~eCTBe HopMa~bHoro, 60~ee rrepe~oBoro M3 MeTO~OB npMBe~eHMfl ~aB~eHMfl, ynoTpe6~fleMHx B pa3~M~

rrpoca,
3HBaIDT

HHX paMoHax MMpa.
BTOpyro ~aCTb 3aMeTRM COCTaB~fleT co06~eHMe, no~rOTOB~eHHoe Ha
rrepBOM ceCCMM HOMMCCMM no ITpM60paM M MeTo~aM Ha6~ID~eHMM (TopoHTo,1953)
r oJLII oXapMCOlr, npe~ce~aTe~eM pa60~eM rpynrrH 6apOMeTpMM B STOM co06~eHMM paccMaTpMBaeTcfl np06~eMa rrpMBe~eHMfl ~aB~eHMfl B ~e~oM, Ha~MHafl
C aHanM3a ~oR~a~oB, npe~cTaBneHHHx no STOMy Bonpocy Ha ceCCMM B TopOHTO B 1953 ro~y M RpMTM~eCRoro paCCMOTpeHMfl MeTO~OB npMBe~eHMfl, MCnO~b3yeMHx B HaCTOfl~ee BpeMfl MeTeopo~orM~eCRMMM c~ym6aMM. B STOM CO06~eHMM ~eTa~bHO pa36MpaIDTCfl pa3~M~HHe s~eMeHTH, BXOA~Me B rMnCOMeTpM~eCRoe ypaBHeHMe, rrpMMeHfleMoe ~~fl npMBe~eHMfl ~aB~eHMfl, a TaRme ~op
MY~MpyroTCfl HeROTopHe c~eHMfl,
RacaID~MeCfl o~eHRM BepTMRa~bHoro
rpa~M
eHTa TeMrrepaTypH M To~., McnO~b30BaHMe ROTOpHX ~o~mHO 6HTb, no MHeHMID
aBTopa, peROMeH~OBaHO B Me~yHapO~HOM MaCillTa6eo HeROTopHe M3 STMX cym~eHMM 6H~M yme paCCMOTpeHH HIIMH, ROTopafl npMHfl~a Ha CBoeM nepBOM cecCMM HeCRO~bRO peROMeH~a~MM, MMeID~MX ~e~b ooecrre~MTb HaM60~billee e~MHO
06pa3Me B MeTo~ax~ npMMeHfleMHX ~~fl McnpaB~eHMfl M rrpMBe~eHMfl 6apOMeTpM~eCRMX OTc~eTOBo tlaM60~ee BalliHHMM flB~flIDTCfl PeRoMeH~a~Mfl 9 (HIIMH-I)
"Me~YHapo~HHe 6apoMeTpM~ecRMe rrpaBIII~a", PeRoMeH~a~Mfl 10 (HTIMH-I) "Onpe~e~eHMe yCRopeHlIIfl CM~H TflmeCTM MeCTa" M PeROMeH~a~Mfl 13 (HIIMH-I)
"IIpMBe~eHMe ~aB~eHMfl R cpe~HeMY ypOBHID MOpfl Ha CTaHIJ;MflX, pacno~omeH
HHX Ha HeROTopOM BHCOTe".
STIlI peROMeH~a~IIIM 6HnllI 0~06peHH McnO~HMTe~bHHM HOMMTeTOM BMO.
~MTaTenllI, IIIHTe~ecyro~lIIeCfl STIIIM BorrpOCOM, OTCHnaIDTCfl R CORp~eHHOMY 3aRnID~IIITenbHOMY .uOR~a~y rrepBOM' ceCCMIII HIIMH (M3~aHMe Ng 19 BMO - 9-oe 1II3~aHMe M3 cepMIII ~ORna~OB TexHM~ecRMx HOMIIICCMM M PerMOHa~bHHX ACCO~Ma~MM).
,
B ~e~oM rrp06~eMa, rrpMBe~eHlIIfl ~aB~eHMfl B HacTo~ee BpeMfl M3y~aeT
Cfl pa60~eM rpynrroM HIIMH no~ npe~ce~aTe~bCTBOM roJIoIIoXapllICOH.
BeCbMa me~aTe~bHO RaR MomHO 60~ee illllIpORO paCCMOTpeTb M npOROMMeHTMpOBaTb CBe~eHMfl, co~ep~MeCfl B STOM TeXHIII~eCROM 3aMeTRe C ~enbID
nOMO~b pa60~eM rpynrre 6apOMeTpMM B ee TPY~HOM 3a~a~eo
.
0
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REDUCCION DE LAPRESION ATMOSFERICA
(Informe preliminar sobre los problemas que plantea)

La primera parte de esta Nota Tecnica contiene un resumen de los metodos
utilizados por los distintos Servicios Meteorol~gicos para reducir el valor
observado de la presi6n atmosferica en las estaciones meteoro16gicas al valor
que se obtendria si la estaci~n estuviera al nivel del mar. Este problema ha
sido estudiado y discutido por los meteor610gos desde los primeros tiempos de
la ciencia meteorologica.
La informaci~n contenida en la Parte 1 es el resultado de una encuesta
llevada a cabo 'por la Secretarfa de la OMM, durante los aftos 1952-53 y demuestra claramente la necesidad de establecer una mayor uniformidad en los metodos
de reducci~n de presi8n a utilizar en las diversas regiones del mundo.
La Parte 2 de la Nota contiene un informe preparado durante la primera
de laComisi~n de Instrumentos y Metodos de Observaci~n, celebrada en
Toronto en 1953, por Mr. L.P. Harrison, Presidente del Grupo de Trabajo sobre
Barometrfa. Este informe pasa revista al problema complete de la reducci8n de
presi~n, comenzando con un analisis de la memorfa sobre el tema sometida a la
consideraci~n de la Comisi~n y un estudio crftico de 10s metodos einpleados actualmente por los diferentes Servicios Meteoro18gicos. El informe trata en detalle los diversos elementos que figuran en la ecuaci~n hipsometrica que se
utiliza para la reducci~n de presi~n y contiene adem~s algunas sugestiones con
respecto a los valores del gradiente de temperatura y otras magnitudes que, en
opinion del autor, deberfan recomendarse para usa internacional. Algunas de estas sugestiones han sido consideradas por la ClMO, que adopto en su primera sesi~n un cierto ndmero de recomendaciones con objeto de conseguir una mayor uniformidad en los metodos de correcci~n y reduccion de las lecturas barometricas.
"Las principales son las siguientes : Rec. 9 (ClMO-I) "Convenios barometricos
internacionales", Rec.lO (ClMO-I) "Determinaci~n del valor local de la aceleracion de la gravedad", Rec. 13 (CtMO-I) "Reduccion de la presi6n al nivel del
mar en estaciones poco elevadas".
reuni~n

Estas recomendaciones han sido aprobadas por el Comite Ejecutivo de la
OMM y los lectores a quienes interese las encontraran en el informe final abreviado de la primera reunion de la ClMO, Publicaci~n OMM No. 19.RP.9. (Este informe' ha sido publicado solamente en ingles y en frances).
El problema complete de la reducci6n de presi6n esta siendo estudiado
por un grupo de trabajo de la ClMO bajo la presidencia de Mr. L.P. Harrison.
Serfa muy conveniente que la informaci~n contenida en esta Nota Tecnica
fuese ampliamente discutida y comentada para ayudar al Grupo de Trabajo sobre
Barometrfa a llevar a cabo su diffcil tarea.
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REDUCTION OF ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
PART 1
METHODS USED BY METEOROLOGICAL SERVICES
FOR REDUCING PRESSURE TO MEAN SEA LEVEL
1.1

Introduction

At its extraordinary meeting in Paris, March 1951, the Conference of
Directors of the International Meteorological Organization (IMO, the predecessor of WMO) decided to cancel all existing IMO resolutions concerning the reduction of pressure to mean sea level, except Resolution 144 (CD Washington
1947). Part of this resolution requested:
"Meteorological Services to publish a description of the method of reduction in use, and that the method of reduction be indicated on'all
published maps and/or tables containing pressures reduced·to a fixed
level or values of the geopotential (height) of a standard isobaric
surface above the station".
From numerous letters received by the Secretariat, it appeared necessary to obtain a more complete knowledge of the methods of pressure reduction
used by various Meteorological Services and to make these methods known to all
those interested. The information would also contribute to the study of the
standardization of methods of reduction being undertaken by CIMD. In a circular
letter of 13 August 1952, the Secretary-General therefore drew the 'attention of
all Meteorological Services to this question, asking them to supply the Secretariat as soon as possible with a statement of the methods used for reducing
atmospheric pressure at meteorological stations. The replies received to the
circular letter supplemented by additional information are summarized in Part 1
of this Technical Note.
In view of the discussion in Part 2 it may be useful to place on record that in several resolutions, the IMo encouraged Directors of Meteorological Services to investigate the problem of pressure reduction and to employ such
methods' as proved most suitable.
The time may now have come when a detailed study could be made of these
methods in order to achieve greater uniformity in the future.
A list of the most common symbols used in the text is given at the end
of the paper and other symbols are explained where they appear in the text.
1. 2

The "international formula"

The majority of Meteorological Services base the reduction of pressure
to mean sea level on the formula given in the International Meteorological Tables, Paris 1890.
1.2.1

!b~_!~!~~!~_~!_~~E~~~~

The basic formula given in the tables is that of Laplace, viz
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Formula of Laplace :
Zp=K

or

(1+aem)(1_k\os2<P)(1+~p)log~:

Zp = K (1 + a em) (1 + E) (1

+ Zp)
r

(1)

log po

ps

where
geometric altitude corresponding to the station elevation

~

=

K

= hypsometric constant
= coefficient of expansion of air
= mean temperature of air column
= 0.00259
= latitude of station
= mean terrestrial radius
= pressure at mean sea level
= pressure at station level
=• k cos 2 <p

a
em

k
<p

r
Po
Ps
E

Taking account of the approximation
po = Ba (1
Bs

ps

+ 4~ Zp)
r

where :
Bo
Bs

= height
= height

of mercury column (barometric height) at mean sea level
of mercury column (barometric height) at station level

the above equation (1) may with sufficient approximation be written
Zp=K(1+b+aem )(1+E)

(1+~p) log~:

(2)

5K
b = - - log e = 0.00157

where

4

r

If correction is made for humidity, formulae (1) and (2) become

pectively

and
where

Zp = K (1 + b + a em) (1 + E) (1 1

~)

~ = 0.378 ~
1']

and

Bs +B o

11 = --=--2

(1 +

~p) log ~:

(4)

res-
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Inserting the constants, equations (3) and (4) become in metric units
Zp = 18400 (1 + 0.00367 ern) (1

+ 0.00259 cos 2cp)

1
) ( 1 + 6371104
Zp) log-p
po
.
s
( 1-0.378 ~

(5)

11

and
Zp = 18400 (1.00157 + 0.00367 ern) (1 + 0.00259 cos 2cp) (

1
) (1 +
1-0.378 ~

637~104) log ~o

(6)

209~~950) log po

(7)

s

11

and in English units

Z~=60368.6[1+0.002039 (e:"-32)] (1+0;00259 cos 2cp) (

1
) (1+
1-0.378 ~

ps

11

and
Z~

=60368.6 [1.00157 +0.002039 (e:"-32)] (1+0.00259 cos 2cp)

Zp)
) ( 1 + 20902950

1

( 1-0.378 ~

o

log B

(8)

s

11

1.2.2

~~~~!~~_!~~~~~

The method of pressure reduction indicated by Mr. Angot (Annales du
Bureau Central Meteorologique 1878) has been the basis of the second type of
table for pressure reduction given in the International Meteorological Tables,
Paris 1890.
Neglecting the term
rewritten respectively:

emZp

the metric formulae (6) and (5) above may be

,

(

1 )

Bo

Zp = (18429 + 67.53 ern + 0.003 Zp) 1- ~ (1 + E) log B

(9)

s

or
Zp = (18400 + 67.53 ern + 0.003 Zp) (1 1

~)

(1 + E) log

~:

(10)

Putting
Zp

rn = 18429 + 67.53 ern + 0.003 Zp

. and

rn' =

Zp
18400 + 67.53 ern + 0.003 Zp

and neglecting the humidity and latitude correcting factors, the formulae

Bo

rn = log B

s

and

In' = log po

ps

will respectively give approximate values of Bo and po.
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Bo

and

rn = log Ba

From

rn' = log po
ps

we obtain

m
~B = Bo-Bs = Bs (10 -1) and ~p --.:. po-ps = ps (10 m'-1)

or, by placing

m

10 - 1 = M

and

and

m

lO '_1 = M'

~B=MxBs

(11)

~p

(12)

= M' x ps

Similar formulae can be deduced from formulae (7) and (8) above, using
English units.
1.3

Meteorological Services using the "international" formula

1.3.1

Versions of formula in which metric units are used

--------------------------------------------------

France.

The following formula is used :
po
ps - 18429

1og- -

where

Elm

Zp

+ 67.53 Elm + 0.003 Zp

is the mean temperature of the "air column" in oC;
Zp

Elm=t

+ 400

and the vertical temperature gradient is taken as 0.5 0 C/lOO m.
Correction for humidity is neglected. Correction for latitude is carried
out separately.
Pressure is reduced to mean sea level only at stations whose
is less than 600 metres.

altitude

This formula is also used by Algeria, Morocco, New Caledonia, French
Somaliland, Tunisia, Mozambique, Lebanon, French Indochina, Sudan and Togo.
French Equatorial Africa.

As France, but the temperature gradient is taken as

6:65oC7I65-m:~----------

!!!!Yo

where a

As France, but

Elm

is calculated as follows

= vertical

temperature gradient in °C per 1000 m, varying according to
the month as follows

January
February
March
April
May
June

= 5.48
= 5.23
= 6.70

= 6.57
= 6.91
= 5003

July
August
September
October
November
December

= 5.19
= 4.75
= 5.68
= 6.50
= 5.95
= 5.10
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Greece. As stations are mostly above 500 m, special tables are used, based on
the-Tables meteorologiques de l'OMM, Paris, Edition 1930. "Cours de meteorologie a l'usage des observateurs de l'Office National Meteorologique" neuvieme
partie.
~!}9~1~.

Formula (5) above is used, omitting the humidity correction. The mean
temperature of the "air column" is found by
Sm=t+to
2

The lapse rate is taken as 0.0065 °Celsius per metres.
French Oceania.
The following formula is used
ZpB s
boB = 7991-0.414 Zp + 29.2710 t

For stations whose altitude is less than 10 m, a constant correction
is applied which depends only on the altitude of the station. It is assumed
that the pressure decreases by 1 mm of mercury per 11 metres.
~~1~~~!:_g~~9~'

The following formula is used :
10 po =
Zp
g ps
18428 + 74.38 (tm + 0.00265 Zp)

t m is the mean temperature of the station (shade temperature, QC). This
formula results from means made from radiosondes. It takes account implicitly
of the virtual temperature tv' which is given by the following empirical formula, the result itself of numerous statistics :
t v = - 28.03 + 1.1029 t
~~YE~'

Formula (11) is used, but

Srn

is taken as equal to t.

~~~!}~~_g~~~~~~!}~. Formula (11) is used.

Formosa. The international formula is used, neglecting the factors for latitude-and gravity variations with height, and also humidity correction. (see
formula (1) above).
10 po
gps

=

Zp
18400(1+<at)

Israel uses the above formula for stations whose altitude does not exceed 500 m.
Switzerland. The same formula as given above for Formosa is used, but Switzeriand-appiies it differently. The monthly mean value for the pressure difference
between the pressure at station level and at MSL is calculated. For reducing
the pressure to MSL, this mean monthly value is added to the pressure at the
station.
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This mean monthly value 6 p is calculated by the formula :
Pam
1o g - =
P sm

where

+

IX Smv)

= mean

virtual temperature at the station (mean monthly temperature
based on hourly means, corrected according to mean vapour pressure).
is the mean monthly pressure at sea level

P

Note
and

K (1

Smv=

with tmv

and

Zp

om
P sm
K

is the mean monthly pressure at the station.

=

a is taken as 0.50 C/100 m"
18458.

Swiss international stations use provisionally from May 1952 the following formula :

" and

Smv

=t+a Zp

a

= 0.650 C/IOO

2

metres.
Gravity corrections are ignored.

§~~9~~' A slightly modified form of the international formula (3) above is
used. For details of this method see : "Sur la reduction du barometre au niVdau de la mer a employer pour les cartes synoptiques journalieres", by Nils
Ekholm (Stockholm 1905).
g~!!~, £!~!~~~

and

~~~~~~~!~

also" use the international formula.

The Angot's tables (para. 1.2.2 above) are used, based on
m

M=10 -1

Z'p

ill

(a)
(b)
(c)

= 56525

+ 123.1 S;" + 0.003 Z~

In this method
the variation of gravity with height is neglected
the air temperature at station level (t') is taken as the effective
temperature of the "column of air" between the station and mean sea
level (S~, = t').
the effect of water vapour on the density of the "column of air" is
neglected.
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This method is also used by Australia, British West Africa, Burma
(for stations lower than 800 metres);~~~9=g~~S,-!E~!~~~:-g~!~y~;-and-g~~E!!!~~.
British Caribbean.

As the United Kingdom, except that the temperature of the

the~momete~-attached to the barometer is used instead of the screen temperat-

ure. Most of the barometers are near sea level and in well-ventilated buildings.
New Zealand.

As the United Kingdom, except that the temperature of the therthe barometer is used instead of the screen temperature
where the barometer is less than 50 feet above mean sea level.
momete~-attached to

!~~g.
As the United Kingdom for stations whose altitude does not exceed
1000 ft. For stations above 1000 ft, the following formula is used :

Zp= C T m (log po-log Ps)

where C

~

India.

The full formula (8) with the omission only of the factor

221.1 and Tm is the mean absolute temperature of the "air column".

Z~)
(i + 20902950

is used but India writes the formula in logarithms.

In this method corrections for humidity and latitude are included.
e:n

is found by the formula

e'. _

t'

lll-

+ t'
2

0

ora gradient of lOF/300 ft is assumed.
The tables in use by India have recently been revised so as to be applicable to Kew Pattern barometers graduated in millibars and absolute degrees.
This method is also used by

1.4

~~~!~!~~~

Further methods of pressure reduction

The reduction of atmospneric pressur,e to mean sea level or other
levels is made at the stations using tables calculated for only that purpose,
without including other corrections, e.g. temperature of the mercury, normal
gravity, etc.
AI9~D~~~~.

To calculate these tables, in which actual pressure and temperature
of the station are considered as basic values, it is assumed :
(a)

that the vertical thermal lapse rate is 0.650 C/IOO m;

(b)

that the ratio of vapour pressure to atmospheric pressure is constant,
the values taken being the annual means of the station.
This method is also used by

~~!S!~~~

Y~~9~~Y.

The following formula is used :

log po =
ps

g Zp
R T am
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where Tarn is the arithmetic mean of air temperature at top and base of "air
column", in oK.
A lapse rate of 0.50 C/lOO m is assumed.
This formula is also used by 9~~~~~~!~Y~~!~ and Y~9~~!~Y!~ (for stations
below 500 metres).
~~~~~~~ As no station has an altitude exceeding 110 m, the correction for vapour pressure is -disregarded and the mean temperature of the "air column" is taken as the air temperature at the station.

log po = g Zp
ps
RT

French West Africa

------------------

The following formula is used :
po

g2

(

log ps = a RI log 1

Z

where g2 is gravity at altitude ~ , a

+ aT Zp)

= 0.6°C/lOO

2

m

and RI is found from the formula
P~

RI = R P' _ 0 378 ea
It

I

•

where R - = 287.04
_
Z
pI = mean annual pressure at altitude
z
a
P
e~ = mean annual vapour pressure at altitude 2

'?-

and

e~ = ea (1 + 0.0004 Z2')

It is assumed that gravity and vapour pressure are constant throughout
the layer.
This method is also used by

~!~~~~_I~9~!~~9.

Iceland. The following formula is used at stations between 30 and 400 metres
above-mean sea level :
.6.p = ps [ -gz
- pR emv

+ -1(gZ
2 Re

--pmv

)2J

where emv is the mean virtual temperature of the "air column" in QC and is given by

emv =
where

E

t

+

0.005 Zp
2

+ 273.2 + E

is the correction for humidity which varies as follows:
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0.005 Zp
2

26°C,

E

is taken to be 0.0

"

"

==-

1°C,

E

"

"

11

"

"

= + 22°C,

E

"

If

" " 1.7

When t +

Between these values,
temperature.

E

11

0.4

is considered to increase proportionally with

Iran.
The corrected barometer readings are reduced to mean sea level by use
of the Pressure-Height Slide Rule constructed by John C. Bellamy and published
·by the Institute of Meteorology of the University of Chicago.
The following formula is applied:
log po
ps

g Zp
R T my

=

Tmv is defined as follows :
T mv = T

~ T 12

+ ~p 0.0065

where T
is the absolute temperature at the station 12 hours previous to cur12
rent observation
(T).
The elevation of the Iranian stations, many of which are above 1000
metres, naturally makes reduction of pressure to mean sea level somewhat doubtful. From experience, however, it seems that the formula given for T
gives
fairly satisfactory results.
mv
l~E~~~

The same formula as Belgium is used, but Japan applies it as follows :

J

g, Zp
A
up
= po - ps =

[

RTmv

e.

-

1 ps

where Tmv is the mean virtual temperature of the "air column". This temperature is taken as the sum of the mean temperature and the mean virtual increase
of temperature which is obtained as a function of the temperature alone.
Taking 0.50 C/lOO m as the temperature lapse rate in the column, the
mean temperature 8m is easily obtained. The specific humidity is considered as
a unique function of temperature, and from the specific humidity-temperature
.curve the mean virtual increase of temperature is determined by the following
formula :
Em =

0.608 (273.2

+ 8m) Srn

where Srn is the mean specific humidity corresponding to the mean temperature
8m •

In the following table, numerical values of
30
8m 35
20
25
15
10
5
0
Em

3.3

3.2

2.8

2.1

1.4

1.0

0.7

Em

are given against
-5

0.5 0.4

Srn •

-10

-20

-30

0.3

0.1

0.1
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~~9~9~~S~E'
For stations at altitudes less than 100 metres the following formula is used for obtaining the pressure Po at mean sea level

po
gc I
I agT age
p =-R
sa.

2

m

where Psa is the mean annual pressure at the station.
gc is the mean value of gravity between station and sea level at the same latitude.
Tm is the mean absolute temperature of "air column"
(T = T + 0.5 Zp )
m
2
R
R2 = - - - - e
1 -0.378 Pc

and

where e is the vapour pressure at station level and is assumed constant throughout the layer,
1 Z
where Pc = P sa + 2'8.; , and P sa is the mean annual pressure at station.
Vertical temperature gradient is taken as O.5 0 C/100 m.
~~!~~:!~~~:.
The altitude of stations in the Netherlands is generally so small
that temperature variations have no significance. The following formula is
used :
A
L.J.p
= po -

ps = ps -273 -Zp ( 1
T Zh

where Zh

= height

~~E~~Y'

The following formula is used :

Zp)
+ -Zh

of the homogeneous atmosphere (7999.2 m).

where T is the barometric mean value of virtual temperature of the air column,
mv
T mv = 273.00

+ t m + Em

and H is the geopotential of the station in geodynamical metres (Hd
d
Em is the correction for humidity and is a function of t
. m only •

= 0.98

H )

1

t m =t+T+ 2 aZp
where T is a function of the temperature t at the station (correction for inversions).

P
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a is taken as 0.6°C/100 m.
R e f e r e n c e: Arnt Eliassen : "On the correction and reduction of barometer readings" Geofys. Publ. Vol. XIII No 11, Oslo 1944.
~~!~!EE!~~~.

The following formula is used:
po
Hp
Iog - = =--;o-;:;""=~--,----=---,ps
67.572 (272.5
SillV)

+

The constant 272.5 is based on the observed fact that the coefficient
of cubican expansion of air is very closely 0.00367 per degree Celsius, at ordinary pressures and temperatures.
H = altitude of station in geopotential metres.
p

I~~~~Y

uses the formula
log po = ~
ps
67.4 T

~~~~~~~~_~~~9~~!~_~~9_~Y~~~~~~9·

In tropical latitudes pressure gradients are generally weak and it is
necessary to draw isobars at 1.0 mb intervals. To obtain consistency in pressure gradients, reduced pressures should therefore be accurate to within a few
tenths of a millibar. To this end empirical. methods of obtaining mean virtual
temperatures have been devised, which yield reduced pressures of the required
accuracy.
Omitting all discussion of the means by which these methods were evolved and the underlying reasons concerned, the systems are
A.

For use 0730 GMT to 1600 GMT throughout the year
S;"V = t '

where
is
6.Z is
a is
Em

B.

+ ~ a 6.Z + Em + C'

Cl varies from OaF in the wet season to -4°F in the dry season;
the correction for average humidity.
the height difference between station and standard level.
taken as 4.5 0 F/1000 ft.

For use 0400 GMT to 0730 GMT during summer half-year
As c.ase A, except that the constant Cl = average value of (Maximum ~
drybulb temperatures)= -11°F.

C.

For use 0400 GMT to 0730 GMT during winter half-year
I

I

Smv = t max

+ "2i a uAZ + Em + C'

1
where t max
is the previous afternoon's maximum temperature,
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= -15°F
= 4.50 F/1OOO

Cl

and a
D.

ft.

For use at stations below the standard level
0730 GMT to 1600 GMT, during precipitation, or when much convective
cloud with small dewpoint depression
0430 GMT to 0730 GMT, during precipitation, or when much convective
cloud, Q! when strong winds

e:"v =
where

Cl

t'

+ E + c'

is the correction based on assumption of dry adiabatic lapse
rate to condensation level and saturated adiabatic lapse rate
above,
is the correction for current humidity.

and
E
This category is used when applicable, in preference to A, B or C.
(Note : So far attention has been given to the problems involved
pressure reduction for daylight reductions only).

in

United States of America.
For stations whose station elevation is 16 geopotential metres or less,
pressure is reduced to sea level by adding to station pressure the amount of
the reduction constant, C, given by the expression :
H

(a)

C

= 34. 68 T ayp

where

T
av

= mean

~

in millibars

annual value of virtual temperature at the station, in degrees Kelvin;
= station elevation, in geopotential metres (gpm).

In the case of stations whose station elevation exceeds 16 gpm, pressure is reduced to sea level by means of the following relationships :

where
(c)

L _

(d)

Az = 0.000210

(e)

emv =

(f)

ts =

Hp

z - 18412 (1

where
L2

+ 0.00367 emv)
(emv ~ emVl!)

+

-. - a Hp
-2(t s

Hp in millibars

+ e s C)·In QC .
h,

1

2 (t + td

= function

defined by equation (c); a logarithm, dimensionless;
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A2
Smy

= "plateau correction" defined by equation (d), in millibars;
= mean virtual temperature of the fictitious air column, in QC
(see equation e);

Smyn

=

normal annual value of

t

=

temperature at the station 12-hours prior to the current observation (t) in QC;

12

Smy,

in QC;

es

= vapour pressure argument at the station, in mb;

Ch

=

a function of H , in QC (mb)-l;
p

(For example, when Hp = 0 gpm; Ch = 0.1074
Hp = 100 gpm; Ch = 0.1097
H = 500 gpm; C = 0.1192
H~ =1000 gpm; C~ = 0.1325 QC/mb)
Ch is defined by a rather complicated expression involving an integral.
a

=

assumed lapse rate in the fictitious air column, in QC!gpm.

When Hp lies between 16 gpm and 305 gpm (1000 feet), ~is assumed to
be equal to zero. When H exceeds 305 gpm, ~ is considered to be a function of
t s ' determined especially for each station, and depending upon geographical
location, topographic features of area, climatological conditions of the area;
etc. For further details see "Statement of methods used by the US Weather Bureau for reducing atmospheric pressure to mean sea level", June 1, 1953. For
additional information see "Report on the Barometry of the United States, Canada, and the West Indies", prepared by Professor Frank H. Bigelow, "Report of
Chief of the Weather Bureau, 1900-1901", Volume II, Washington, D.C.
In order to compute the geopotential of standard isobaric surfaces, on
the basis of observations at a station, use is made of the following equations:
(g)

where
Smy12 =

i

"3 (2 t

+t + c
6)

in which
= pressure at geopotential Hl (in gpm);
= pressure at geopotential H2 (in gpm);
= mean virtual temperature of the air column in the layer between
geopotentials H and H2 , in QC;
l
= temperature at the station 6 hours prior to the current observation (t), in QC;
c

= algebraic sum of lapse rate and humidity corrections, in QC.
The lapse-rate correction used in computing c is based on the assumption
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that the lapse rate of the air column is equal to one-ha~f of the dry adiabatic. The humidity correction used in computing c is based on climatological data
giving e s as a function of temperature at five US stations.
For further details, see "Statement of method used by the US Weather
Bureau for computing values of the geopotential (height) of a standard isobaric surface above or below a station", June 1, 1953.
Canada.
-----The system of reduction of pressure to mean sea level in Canada is essentially the same as that used by the United States of America.

A brief statement of the method is given in Smithsonian Meteorological
Tables, 6th edition, pages 204 - 205.
The lapse rate for the "air column" between the station and mean sea
level is assumed to be 0.50 C per 100 metres for stations having an elevation
of less than 1000 feet. If the station is at an elevation of over 1000 feet,a
different value of the lapse rate is employed for each value of the surface
temperature.
The correction for humidity, instead of being incorporated in t mv as
in the Smithsonian tables, is given as a separate correction obtained from
Smithsonian Meteorological Tables, 5th edition, table 54, page 141.
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PART 2
REPORT OF CIMO-I WORKING COMMITTEE II ON "REDUCTION OF PRESSURE"
(Prepared for the Committee by the Chairman)
2.1

Introduction

At the first session of CIMO held in Toronto, 10 August - 5 September,
1953, Working Committee 11 was constituted to deal with agenda items relating
to barometry and reduction of pressure, as well as matters in other fields.
Of special concern were the following items: (a) Consideration of
report of the Chairman of the Working Group on Barometry; (b) Consideration
of methods of reduction to mean sea level as furnished by the Meteorological
Services; and (c) Recommendations regarding standardization of formulae and
procedures pertaining to reduction of pressure to mean sea level, and other
levels.
In this report a discussion is presented regarding the subjects falling properly under the categories of (a), (b), and (c) as listed above.
As will be shown in section 2.10, pressures reduced to mean sea level
surface cannot yield satisfactory results under all varieties of meteorological
situation and all conditions of terrain. Therefore, consideration is also
given to reduction of pressure to surfaces above sea level. Such surfaces
may be either constant level or constant pressure. It is considered that any
Member or Regional Association, is, of course, free to choose any or all of
the surfaces mentioned above for the representation of pressure data. It is
also considered that a worthwhile "recommended practice" for each Region would
be the adoption of some measure of standardization or uniformity of procedures,
in order to secure immediate comparability of results.
2.2

Review of reports submitted by Dr. K. Langlo, Chairman, Joint Working
Group on Barometry

The Chairman of the Joint CIMO-CAe Working Group on Barometry, Dr.
K. Langlo, who served in this capacity from August, 1947 to August, 1953,
submitted reports on the ";I:nternational Barometer Conventions", and "The Problem of reduction of barometer readings to fixed levels or of computation of
the heights of standard Constant pressure surfaces".
The essence of the last mentioned report is that while the Joint Working
Group on Barometry agreed on the hypsometric equation as forming a universally
acceptable theoretical basis for reduction of pressure, the said working group
was unable to agree on a single ·method for calculating Tmv ' which could be
used universally. The quantity Tmv ' represents the integrated mean virtual
temperature of the fictitious air column extending from sea level to the station elevation. The working group was, in principle, in favour generally of
an upward rather than a downward reduction. However,a majority was in favour
of reducing pressure to sea level for all stations below 400 gpm. Otherwise,
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a majority of the working group was "in favour of establishing, by regional
agreement, selected networks of appropriate high level stations which should
report the height of a constant pressure surface. The values of the constant
pressure surfaces for which the heights are reported from such networks should
be a multiple of 50 millibars, preference being given to 900, 850, and 700
millibars" •
It was recognized that the latter proposal would not be capable of
yielding a single, continuous, low-level isobaric surface valid for the entire
globe. On the other hand, in those cases where the isobaric surfaces were
above the ground level, the calculated height of the surface would at least be
physically meaningful.
Some consideration was also given to the possibility of reporting the
height of the 1000 mb isobaric surface instead of the pressure reduced to sea
level. It was clear that acceptance of these latter proposals would at least
provide data consistent with those reported on the basis of radiosonde observations.
It is quite evident that the essential difficulty lying in the way of
a solution to the problem is the fictitious nature of the assumed air column,
and the spurious effects produced on gradients in the apparent, reduced-pressure field by strong horizontal gradients in the temperature field over the
surface of elevated terrain.
The implication of the last statement is that gradients of pressure
reduced to sea level can never be representative of gradients of actual pressure over a level plateau, if some argument depending on surface temperature
over the plateau is .introduced in the reduction formula. From this one can
conclude that if the synoptician insists that he should be given barometric
data capable of immediately representing the true horizontal gradients to a
very close degree of approximation, we are confronted with the fact of the
impossibility of fulfilling his requirements by supplying him with pressures
ye luced to sea level in the case of elevated stations.
2.3

Summary review of practices of Members regarding pressure reduction

The WMO Secretariat collected information from the Members in order
to make a survey regarding the methods used by the various Meteorological
Services for reduction of pressure to sea level, or other levels. The results
of the survey are summarized in Part 1 of this Technicpl Note.
In the following list are outlined the conclusions that can be drawn
from this information, and by way of introduction it may be asserted on the
basis of this review that a rather chaotic situation exists regarding methods
used for pressure- reduction:
(a)

Even methods used for pressure reduction at low, coastal stations are
not such as to give quite uniform results.

(b)

There is 'lack of standardization in regard to the expression representing the hypsometric equation.

(c)

There is lack of standardization in regard to the numerical value of
the hypsometric constant in the equation; and there is a similar lack
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in regard to other physical constants that properly belong in the
equation.
(d)

Unduly complicated expressions of the equation are used in some instances.

(e)

Different rules are used by different Members for determining the station temperature argument, some using current screen temperature, some
using the mean of the screen temperatures measured currently and 12hours previously, etc., etc., and in a few instances the reading of
the thermometer attached to the barometer is used as the argument.

(f)

There is considerable disparity between the lapse rates assumed.
(i)

Some Members assume a constant lapse rate, but the value adopted by those who follow this practice is not alike in all countries.

(ii)

Other Members qssume a constant lapse rate under certain conditions and a variable lapse rate under other conditions.

(iii)

In certain cases, corrections are applied to the assumed lapse
rate, and these corrections may depend on various factors such
as the season, month, hour of day, station temperature argument,
occurrence or absence of precipitation and convective cloud
systems, occurrence of inversions, etc., etc. No uniformity or
systematic procedure is found in this regard for all situations.

(g)

Certain Members neglect the correction for humidity, and some take it
into account but the method is not uniform.

(h)

In several cases, additional correction quantities are applied to one
or another of the terms of the hypsometricequation. Information regarding the basis for these quantities is not generally available.
The consequences arising from the situation described above are as

follows:
(a)

No Member has been fully informed regarding the methods of pressure
reduction used by every other Member.

(b)

The underlying basis for certain practices relating to pressure reduction is obscure.

(c)

Important "jumps" or discontinuities in reduced pressure are apparent
in the vicinity of certain international boundaries under given meteorological conditions, owing to the different methods used by the
adjacent Members.

( d)

Reports of reduced pressure from elevated stations often show large
disparities with respect to reports from lower, surrounding stations.

( e)

On the other hands, owing to cold-air drainage, reports of reduced
pressure from stations iocated in deep, narrow valleys not infrequently
manifest large positive deviations in the winter, with respect to surrounding stations at the same elevation in terrain which allows the
latter stations a free exposure, not conducive to formation of pockets
of cold air.
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(f)

Special meteorological conditions often lead to the development of
anomalies both as regards absolute values of reduced pressure and as
regards horizontal gradients, especially over mountainous terrain, or
in the vicinity of steep, extensive slopes. Among the conditions may
be mentioned: strong winds; deep radiation inversions; prolonged anticyclonic weather with marked sUbsidence; prolonged heating over elevated, arid terrain; passage of sharp fronts between air masses of
markedly different temperature; large differences in the diurnal temperature range as displayed over adjacent highlands and lowlands in
the summer,or under a tropical regime; significantly disparate weather
conditions on two sides of a mountain divide or on highlands versus
lowlands (for example, thunderstorms on one side and foehn on the other;
or precipitation against dry, sunny weather).

(g)

In some countries the rules for determining Tmv change with the hour
of the day and/or with weather situation, but in most nearby countries
similar rules do not prevail; hence the horizontal gradients of reduced
pressure exhibit either a fictitious diurnal variation or an anomaly
in the distribution of perturbations, or both.

(h)

For those countries having tropical or sub-tropical climates, where
perturbations in the pressure field are usually small, the fictitious
diurnal variations, anomalies, and other effects mentioned above have
serious adverse influences on forecasting.

(i)

In certain areas pressure is not reduced to sea level from high stations. This leads to gaps in the pressure field on synoptic charts.

(j)

No world-wide uniformity exists as regards the levels above which reduced pressures are not reported.

(k)

Some Members and Regions follow a practice of reducing pressure to
certain constant altitude surfaces over elevated terrain, while others
report the geopotential of isobaric surfaces. Standardization is lac-king in these respects.

2.4

Hypsometric formula of 1890

The International Meteorological Tables published in 1890 gave two
forms of the hypsometric equation. One form was originally due to Laplace
(Mecanique celeste, 2e Partie, Livre IX, Chap. IV). The other form cont 9 ined
a term for the variation of gravity with elevation introduced by Poisson (see
pages Bll and B33 of the International Meteorological Tables, Paris, 1890).
This term was supposed to be applicable in the case of extended plateaux. However, modern investigations have disclosed that the Poisson term should be replaced by the free-air term, even in the case of extended plateaux (see Rec.
10 (CIMO-I) "Determination of Local Acceleration of Gravity" adopted by the
WMO Executive Committee at its fourth session).
After a review of the subject the following findings may be made:
(1)
Laplace's original hypsometric equation given in the middle of page
B32 of the International Meteorological Tables (1890) is essentially correct
to a close degree of approximation.
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(2)
However, the forms of the hypsometric equation given on pages B34, B36,
B38, B39, B42, B43, and B44 or variants thereof, and tables based thereon are
not as accurate as Laplace1s original form of hypsometric equation.
(3)
The forms of the hypsometric equation given on pages B34, B36, B38,
B39, B42, B43, and B44 were designed to be used when the heights of the barometer readings were not reduced to a common gravity datum. By an oversight,
some Members have at time? made use of these forms, even when the barometer
readings were previously reduced to a common gravity datum. This has led to
slight errors in reduced pressures from elevated stations situated on extens- .
ive plateaux.
2.5

Reduction of pressure at low, coastal stations

At low, coastal stations where the deviation of the temperature from
the normal is relatively small, it is most practical, and sUfficiently accurate, to reduce pressure to sea level by applying an appropriate additive constant correction to the station pressure. A suitable formula is
Hp
C = Additive reduction constant = 34.68 T
av

where

H

P

T

av

= station

*

(13)

elevation, in gpm.

= mean annual normal value of virtual
temperature at the station, in oK.

The constant 34.68 in equation (13) is based on the assumption that
the mean annual, normal value of P is equal to 1015.9 mb.
This formula should only be used for stations of such low elevation
that if the absolute extreme values of virtual temperature are substituted
for Tv in the formula, the deviation of the result from the reduction constant should not exceed 0.2 mb. (See CIMO-I Rec. 13).

(*)

This formula which is based on the following more exact expression
for small values of Hp was adopted by the WMO Executive Committee
at its fourth session.
H
C·= 0.03414 P --E
Tav

Where

p

= barometric pressure (mb)

T
av

= virtual

temperature (oK)
0.03414 = 9.8000 x 104
R

and

R

= gas constant for dry air

= 2.8704

6

x 10

erg. g

-1-1

oK
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2.6

Recommended form of hypsometric equation

The recommended form of the hypsometric equation specially designed
for reduction of pressu~e to sea level is :
log po =
ps

where
Po

K Hp
(T·s+ -2a Hp + es C)

(14)

h

= station pressure, in mb;
= pressure reduced to sea level,

in mb;

K

= station temperature argument, in OK;
= station elevation, in geopotential metres;
= hypsometric constant;

a

= assumed

T
s
H

p

e

lapse rate in the fictitious air column extending from
sea level to the level of the station elevation, in °C/gpm;

s

= vapour pressure argument at the
= a function of Hp (expressed in

station, in mb;
°C/mb).

If the atmosphere is regarded as a perfect gas, K = 0.0148275 °K/gpm.
In calculating K, the gas constant for dry air was taken to be R = 2.8704 x
106 erg gm -1 oK -1.
Equation (14) is predicated upon a constant lapse rate. The function
Ch is based on the assumption that the vertical distribution of aqueous vapour
pressure in the fictitious atmosphere varies with altitude in accordance with
Hann's well-known equation:
e

e: =
where

e

e

o

Z

10- 6300

(15)

= aqueous

vapour pressure at altitude Z in metres;

= aqueous

vapour pressure at sea level.

(See Hann - Suring, Lehrbuch der Meteorologie, 4th Ed., 1926)
Function Ch also involves some assumptions to the effect that the
pressure and temperature distributions are in accord with the standard atmosphere, merely for the purpose of permitting a unique determination of the
function. These assumptions have nothing to do with what is assumed regarding the lapse rate (~) in the fictitious air column to which equation (14)
applies.
The following table yields the values of Ch as a function of H , for
intervals of 100 gpm.
p
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TABLE

I

Hp

Ch

~

Ch

gpm

oC/mb

gpm

oC/mb

0

0.1074

600

0.1218

100

0.1097

700

0.1244

200

0.1l20

800

0.1270

300

0.1l44

900

0.1298

400

0.1l68

1000

0.1325

500

0.1l92

The most general expression of the hypsometric equation is
log po = K Hp

T mv

ps

where

T
mv

= integral

(16)

mean virtual temperature of the air column, in oK.

A precise-definition of T
in oK is given by
mv

Ps

where

T

= air

and

e

=

temperature (in oK) at pressure p,

aque~us

vapour pressure at pressure p.

Units of e and p must be consistent.
It follows that equation (14) is a special case of equation (16). To
summarize, equation (14) is an excellent approximation of the latter, based
on two principle assumptions, namely that the lapse rate (~) is a constant,
and that the vertical distribution of aqueous vapour pressure is in accord
with equation (15).
2.7

Computation of Beopotential

A special advantage in using either equation (14) or ~~ is that there
is no need to take account of latitude or gravity parameters once the value of
thestatibn elevation Hp, has been expressed in geopotential units. Therefore,
in order to make use of those equations, it is necessary to have a method of
calculatingHp in terms of geopotential meters (gpm).
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In accordance with Resolution 164 of the Conference of Directors,
Washington, 1947, the value of Hp is given by
Hp

=

1fZP

9.8

(18)

gdZ (in gpm)

o

when

Z

= geometric altitude, in metres, above mean sea level;

g

= acceleration of gravity, in metres/sec 2 , at altitude Z;

Z

= geometric altitude corresponding to the station elevation, in

P

metres.
(Station pressure, p , refers to this altitude)
s

The variation of g with altitude Z in the free air may be calculated
from theoretical formulae with sufficient accuracy for practically all meteorological purposes. Thus, the theoretical value of the acceleration of gravity at sea level at latitude ~ is given by the fQrmula :
gq>,o = 9.80616 (1- 0.0026373 cos 2~

+ 0.0000059 cos

2

2~)

(19)

in m/sec 2 , on the "Meteorological Gravity System".
In the free air or on extended plat~aux at elevations of concern in
the problem of pressure reduction, the value of g at geometric altitude Z
(in metres above sea level) is given by :
(20)

where
hq> = (3.0855

X

10-6

+ 2.27 x

10-n cos

2~),

in sec-:J

(21)

(R e f e r e n c e : See Smithsonian Meteorological Tables, 6th Edition;-i95I;-page-490. Substitution equation 20 in equation 19 and performing the integration, one obtains.
H = (gq>,o) Z _ ( hq> ) Z2
I'
9.8 I'
2 x 9.8
I'

where

H

P

= station

(22)

elevation, in gpm;

= station elevation, in metres above mean sea level.
P
If one regards the problem of reduction of pressure to sea level as
involving reduction through a fictitious atmosphere, equation (22) yields a
value for Hp of sufficient accuracy in all cases of interest to meteorologists;
and it is generally most reliable for extended level plateaux or plains. When
the terrain around the station cannot be described in the latter terms owing
to mountainous topography, further refinements in the calculation are possible,
but they may be difficult to determine where the terrain is rough; and, as a
rule the corrections arising fr6m this cause will be of relatively small order
of magnitude.
and

Z
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For the foregoing reasons, equation (22) is submitted as the basis of
a recommended practice in regard to the calculation of H in gpm.
p

It is an easy matter to construct tables of the coefficients in the
right-hand member of equation (22) as a function of latitude. (See: Smithsonian
Meteorological Tables, 1951, page 491). Once such tables are available, the
calculation of H will be facilitated.
p

2.8

Classicial view of the problem of pressure reduction to sea level

From the classical point of view, the problem of pressure reduction
to sea level involves the assumption of a fictitious air column extending from
the ground at the station down to sea level. Obviously, the pressure reduced
to sea level cannot be regarded as the pressure that would be measured at the
bottom of a mine shaft sunk vertically down from the ground to sea level, inasmuch as the earth temperature and moisture conditions would exert a profond
influence upon the air in the shaft, and make the results unrepresentative of
the free atmosphere.
If one adopts the classical point of view, it would appear from equation (16) that the main problem is to determine a representative value for
Tmv ' the mean virtual temperature of the fictitous air column. Comparing
equations (14) and (16) it is evident that:
'

Tmv = ( T s

+ 2aHp + e s Ch)

(23)

to a certain degree of approximation.
Assuming acceptance of the underlying premises on which equation (14)
is based, (see paragraph 2.6), it is easy to show that the dominant term in
the right-hand member of equation (23) is Ts • For example, suppose Hp = 1000
gpm, Ch = 0.1325, a = O.OlOC/gpm, and e s = 23.37 mb (corresponding to dew
point 20°C). Then aHp/ 2 = 5° and esCh = 3.1° in units on the Celsius scale.
If Ts = 308°K, that is 35°C, the ratio 8.1/308 = 0.0263, 5/308 = 0.0162, and
3.1/308 = 0.0101. In moist climates, especially at low elevations, the term
esCh may exceed the term aHp/2, although both may be only a small percentage
of T •
s

It is apparent from this example that there is no more justification
for neglecting the "humidity correction" (esCh) than for neglecting the "lapse
rate correction t ! (aH /2), in those cases where the dew point is moderate or
high.
p
Now, let us consider that the quantity es (aqueous vapour pressure
argument at the station) is determinable by psychrometric observations. Then
the remaining variables in the right-hand member of equation (23) are Ts (station temperature argument), and ~ (lapse rate).
It is apparent that this gives two degrees of freedom in the determination of Tmv ' but of the ~wo the term Ts is dominant, and far more important
than the term aHp/2.
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Some Meteorological Services allow the lapse rate (~) to remain constant under certain conditions, while some services allow it to vary, depending on the conditions.
However, the foregoing considerations indicate that the variation in
the lapse rate is of much less consequence than the variation of temperature
Ts • For ex~mple, if Hp = 1000 gpm, the quantity aH p/2 is equal to 2.5 0 C when
a = 0.5°C/IOO gpm, and it is equal to 3.25 0 C when a = 0.65°C/IOO gpm. Thus,
in thE instance a 30% increase in assumed' lapse rate produced only an increase
of 0.75°C in T
This increase amounts to only about 0.25% of the total value
of T
mv
mv
The discussion presented in the foregoing illustrates the fact that
the weight of the degree of freedom inherent in Ts is vastly greater than that
inherent in .§..
2.9

Assumed lapse rate

Considering the three terms
and regarding esCh as controlled by
maining terms, it is clear that the
following alternatives in disposing

in the right-hand member of equation (23),
dew point which is independent of the remeteorologist may choose from one of the
of the two degrees of freedom :

(1)

let both

(2)

let.§.

remain constant, and T vary;

(3)

let.§.

vary, and T

~

and T vary;
s

s

s

remain constant.

With regard to (1), it would seem that the method is unduly complicated, and increases the difficulties of standardization. The quantity ~ is not
directly observable in the fictitious air column, and hence any variations
assumed in ~ must entail some degree of arbitrariness. Since Tmv is really
the important quantity, the variations in.§. and Ts would have to be considered
simultaneously as independent; or ~ would have to be treated as a function of
Ts ' How would.§. then be determined?
With regard to (2), the method is simpler, and standardization on a
single value of '~ might be pos-sible, either on a regional basis or on a worldwide basis. All variations considered necessary in T
could be absorbed in
mv
the variations of Ts '
With regard to (3), the discussion in paragraph 2.8 shows that this
method would place the burden on the minor term for carrying the full weight
of the variations considered necessary in Tmv ' Surely (3) would lead to lapse
rates completely out of accord with g,eneral meteorological experience regarding the lapse rates that actually occur in ~he free atmosphere.
On reviewing the above discussions relative to the choices that may
be made, it is apparent that method (2) has the most arguments in the favour,
and the fewest arguments against it. Emphasis must be placed on the fact that
the degree of freedom inherent in Ts is sufficient to control Tmv in any manner
deemed necessary, even though.§. be taken as a constant.
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The Standard Atmosphere is derived on the basis of a definite value of
a in the troposphere.
For this purpose the assumed lapse rate is taken to have the constant
value:
a

=

0.0065 °C/gpm

Since many Members use this or employ a variable ~ which averages nearly this amount, the above value is suggested as the basis for a reco!nmended
practice.
Use of a single , internationally accepted value for ~ would simplify
the interpretation of pressures reduced to sea level, (p ) as it would be clear
that p is governed largely by p and T at a given stat~on.
o
s
s
2.10

Station temperature argument

Experience has shown that if the current air temperature is taken for
Ts ' unreasonably large variations occur in pressure reduced to sea level, especially at elevated s~ations where a large diurnal variation in surface temperature is common. Comparison of pressures reduced to sea level in this way,
with the barometric readings at coastal stations, discloses that the apparent
diurnal variation in reduced pressure for the high stations must be physically
unrealistic.
In order to overcome this effect at high stations, a function must be
chosen for Ts which damps out the diurnal temperature variation.
Some Members use for Ts the mean of the current air temperature and
the temperature of the air 12 hours previously. This does damp out most of
tne diurnal temperature variation; and has much to commend it on the grounds
of reasonable simplicity.
Many Members wish to have a considerabled~gree of freedom in the rules
governing Ts ' since allowance must be made for requirements in some regions
whereby Ts may depend on parameters additional to air temperature readings.
This may be accomplished by use of an additive function F, which is dependent
upon such parameters as may be found necessary to give Ts the desired properties.
Accordingly, it is suggested as the basis for a recommended practice
that Ts be defined by the equation
1

TB = '5: ('1'
~

= air

where

+ '1'12) + F

(24)

temperature at station at time of observation, in oK;

= air temperature at the station observed 12 hours previous to
T, in oK;
F

= a function, in oK, of parameters found to give Ts the desired
properties.
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In simple cases as at fairly low, plains stations it will be found advantageous to take F = o.
However, in general the choice of F apd its parameters requires study
on a regional basis, and it is suggested that this be left to the discretion
of Members and Regional Associations.
From the classical viewpoint , the difference between pressures reduced to sea level (Po) at two adjacent stations of equal elevation depends
upon p (station pressure) and Tmv (mean virtual temperature for the fictitious
air column) at the two respective locations. This difference in reduced pressures governs the horizontal pressure gradient shown on the weather chart.
Analysis of the problem discloses that if one wishes to have this difference
assume representative values from the classical viewpoint (see paragraph 2.8)
it is necessary that the difference between the values of Tmv taken at the two
stations be representative.
.
It follows that if meteorologists wish to secure representative differences in Po under the. classical viewpoint, it is necessary to have a considerable degree of consistency regarding the methods of determining Tmv within a
region. Considering the three components of Tmv shown in equation (23), it is
obviously of prime importance to have consistency regarding the method of determining Ts ' since this is the dominant term. Regional agreements with respect to this matter would therefore seem to be essential.
Members located in regions which have mountainous terrain are confronted with serious problems regarding the determination of F. This may be illustrated by the following example: Consider two adjacent stations, "X" and "Y",
at equal elevations above mean sea level. X is located in a deep narrow valley
and Y on the flank of a mountain slope of great extent. Between X and Y lies
a high mountain range, while downs lope from Y at a great distance lies a broad
plain. The time is winter.
Suppose that a prolonged anticyclonic regime, with intense radiative
cooling along the snow-covered mountain and valley slopes, has produced a relatively cold pool of air within the valley by drainage. Suppose, however,
that the free exposure near Y has left it less affected by the cold air, then,
the prevailing temperatures at X will be considerably lower than at Y ~If we
were to regard F as nil (zero) at both stations, the value of Ts would be much
less at X than at Y. When the centre of the anticyclone lies over the mountain range, between the two stations, there should be littl~ horizontal gradient in Po between X and Y, according to our experience with anticyclones at
sea level. However, if pressures are reduced to sea level on the basis of the
prevailing temperatures, with F = o·in both cases, the value of Po would be
much higher at X than at Y. Owing to the assumption that F = 0, we thus obtain
a result contrary to our experience at sea level.
In order to overcome this deficiency it is necessary to assume that
the value of the function F at X is positive with respect to the value of the
function F at Y, under prolonged conditions of anticyclonic regime in winter.
By means of a comparative study of temperatures that have been observed at the
two stations under such conditions, it should be possible to determine the
approximate difference between the values of F at the two points. The underlying assumption of such a determination would be that Tmv was the same for
the two stations under the stated conditions.
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Since the mean temperature of the column of air over the valley at X
is lower than that over the slopes at Y in the given case, the station pressure (Ps) at X will, in such conditions, tend to be higher than the station
pressure at Y. This will produce an anomaly in both station ~nd sea level
pressures at X relative to Y. It is possible to overcome the anomaly in either of two ways: (a) by applying a suitable negative correction to the station pressure at X; or (b) by applying a suitable positive correction to the
function F at X.
The foregoing discussion refers only to a single situation. It illustrates the complexity of the problem even in this case. How much more complex
is the problem in its entirety, when all possible meteorological situations
and all possible topographic relationships are considered! It is clear that
the classical viewpoint of pressure reduction to sea level can never consistently yield gradients of Po which accord with our experiences regarding winds
and gradients of pressure associated with cyclones and anticyclones located
on the actual ocean surface.
This statement may be easily justified by a simple example. Suppose
two stations, "A" and "B", are located on an extensive level plateau. Suppose
further that a cold air mass settles over "A" and that a warm air mass settles
over "B". Since the topography at "A" and "B" is alike, it may be considered
that normally the function F will be the same at the two stations. Then, under
the stipulated conditions Ts ' and presumably also Tmv ' will be lower, respectively, at "An than at "B". This produces an artificial gradient in Po between
the two stations, tending to make the calculated value at "A" greater than the
calculated value at "B". On many occasions the apparent gradient in Po will
not be in accord with the actual gradient in the station pressures on the
plateau.
Inasmuch as reduction of pressure to sea level cannot yield satisfactory results in all cases, it is necessary to consider other possible solutions
to the problem. This will be done in another publication.
2.11

Humidity argument

Under paragraph 2.6 there has been given a table with values of Ch
corresponding to station elevations (Hp) at every 100 gpm from 0 to 1000 gpm.
It is possible to calculate values of Ch for greater elevations, if required.
Strictly speaking, the quantity e s may be considered to represent the
mean aqueous vapour pressure at the station based on the saturated vapour pres
sures corresponding to the dew-point temperatures at the current observation
and at the observation 12 hours previously. From this viewpoint, es may be
regarded as the vapour pressure analogue of the mean-temperature function
1 (T + T12 ). For greater refinement, e may be regarded as the vapour pres2
sure analogue of the function T •
s

However, for practical purposes, e s may be treated as a function of
Ts • Such a function may be secured by plotting monthly mean values of vapour
pressure against monthly mean values of temperature at the station. A smooth
curve is then constructed to obtain the best fit of the plotted points. The
curve may be extended to cover a range at lower and higher values of temperature. This is accomplished by using numerous daily values from climatologic-
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al records glvlng combinations of dew point and temperature when the temperature was relatively low and high, respectively.
Finally, the temperature co-ordinate is labelled as equivalent to Ts
and the vapour pressure co-ordinate as e s ; then the curve is regarded as representing e s as a function of Ts at the station.
2.12

Tables or slide rule for pressure reduction

After the curve mentioned at the end of the last paragraph becomes
available, one has a means of ascertaining e s for every value of Ts • Refering to equation~3), it may be seen that if e s is regarded as a known function of Ts ' and if ~ (the lapse rate) is regarded as constant, the quantity
Tmv is a function of Ts at the station. Thus, i t is possible to construct a
curve representing Tmv as a function of Ts •
On this basis, the right-hand member of equation (22) is a function
of Ts at any given station. Solving equation (22) for Po, one may prepare
reduction tables giving either Po or (po - Ps) as a function of Ps and Ts •
Let a function M be defined as:
M=

K Hp

(Ts + a~p + esCh)

=f (T s )

(25)

That is, if e s is taken as a function of Ts ' and the ~apse rate (~)
is taken as constant, the quantity M is a function of Ts, for a given value
of station elevation H • Suppose we construct a slide rule with one scale representing log p or lo~ Po and the other scale representing M, then if M and
Ps are known, the slide rule may be used to solve equation (14) for po. In
order to facilitate use of the M-scale, either a table or chart may be prepared for each station giving M as a function of Ts at the station.
An alternative method is to engrave the Ts-values as a scale opposite
the corresponding values on the M-scale of the slide rule. The latter method
entails a separate engraving operation for. each station.
2.13

Reduction to a constant-level surface

Suppose that the mean elevation of a group of stations is well above
sea level. Owing to the deficiencies of pressures reduced to sea level which
have been p.ointed out, it may be desirable to report the pressures to some
constant-level surface above sea level, perhaps at approximately the mean
elevation of the group (about H3 ).
Let

H
3

= geopotential (in gpm) of the level surface to which the pres-

.H I

= geopotential (in gpm) of a station; where H

is less than H ;
3

H2

= geopotential (in gpm) of a station; where H

is greater than

sures are to be reduced;
l

H3 ;

2
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PsI' Ps2' and P3"

=

pressur:s at the geopotentials HI' H , and H ,
2
3
respectlvely;

= station

temperature arguments at geopotentials
HI and H , respectively;
2

= vapour pressure

arg~ents

at geopotentials HI and

H , respectively;
2

= lapse

rates in the layers (HI - H ), and (H2 - H ),
3
3
respectively;

= suitable functions of geopotentials (HI' H3 ) and

(H , H ), which serve a purpose analogous to that
2
3
of the function Ch in equation (14). Formulae
expressing these functions can be supplied.

K

=

hypsometric constant

0.0148275 °K/gpm.

Ihe equations(26) and (27) give the relationships which, when solved
for P3' yield the pressures reduced to the level surface at geopotential H3.

Equations (26)and (27) are consistent with equation (14).
Rules which will permit the determination of Isl' I s 2' a13' a23' esl'
and e s 2' for the territory involved, should be developed on the basis of investigations.
In the absence of such studies, it is suggested that the practices recommended in Section 2.9 regarding lapse rate (~), in Section 2.10 regarding
station temperature argument (Is)' and in Section 2.11 regarding the humidity
parameter (e s )' be considered for tentative use pending the outcome of the
investigations.
2.14

Reduction to a constant-pressure surface

If P 4 denotes the pressure which characterizes an. isobaric surface
whose geopotential H4 is required, we may make use of equations (26) and (27)
by replacing each subscript 3 by a 4, and solve for H4 •
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This procedure yields the two equations :

(28)

(29)

Equations (28) and (29) are consistent with equation (14).
All geopotentials are in gpm.
The variables C14 and C24 are functions of (Psl' P 4 ) and (P s 2' P4),
respectively.
Rules to permit the determination of Tsl' Ts 2' a14' a24' esl' and e s 2'
for the territory involved, should be developed on the basis of investigations. In the absence of such studies, it is suggested that the practices recommended in Section 2.9 regarding lapse rate (~), in Section 2.10 regarding
station temperature argument (T s )' and in Section 2.11 regarding the humidity
parameter (e s )' be considered for tentative use pending the outcome of the
investigations.
2.15

Tables for reduction to surfaces above sea level
In cases such that

( 1)

e

( 2)

e

sl

is taken as a function of T ' and
sl

s2

is taken as a function of T '
s2

provided that the lapse rate is assumed to be constant, it is possible
prepare
special tables yielding for a given station :
to
as a function of (p ' Tsl) or (p ' T ); and
s2
sl
s2

(a)

P

( b)

H as a function of (p sl' T ) or (p s2' T )·
s2
sl
4

3

Tables of this character should facilitate the work at stations.
2.16

Constant-level surfaces versus constant-gressure surfaces

It should be noted that in synoptic upper-air messages, the geopotentials of standard constant-pressure surfaces are reported. A single geostrophic wind scale is valid for all such surfaces.
For the sake of consistency, it is suggested as a recommended practice that
the geopotentials of suitable constant-pressure surfaces be reported from
qround stations in synoptic messages, when and if agreement is reached by the
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WMO and by Regional Associations regarding the choice of the pressures characterizing such surfaces. If possible, preference should be given to pressures
which are standard for aerological messages.
2.17

Limitation regarding maximum geopotential difference for pressure
reduction

In order to restrict errors of pressure reduction to reasonable limits,
it is suggested as a recommended practice that the maximum geopotential difference allowable for pressure reduction be normally 600 gpm.
Wi th reference to equations (14), (26), (27), (28), and (29), this
limitation implies that in using

(A)

equation (14), H should be less than or equal to 600 gpm;

(B)

equations (26) and (27), (H - HI) and (H - H ) should be less than
3
2
3
or equal to 600 gpm;

(C)

equations (28) and (29), (H - HI) and (H - H ) should be less than
4
2
4
or equal to 600 gpm.

2.18

Elimination of instrumental errors and elevation errors of barometers
at stations

p

Experience has shown that barometers at stations become subject to
instrumental errors after having been installed for some time (usually 3 months
or longer). Such errors can be determined by means of a programme of barometer
comparisons involving use of a mobile instrument, and checking of the latter
against a central laboratory standard barometer before departure and after return. - See Rec. 16(CIMO-I).
It is suggested as a recommended practic~ that errors thus determined
with a reasonable degree of certainty be eliminated by application of suitable
corrections to the barometer readings at the station.
Ihis should improve representativeness of horizontal gradients of reduced pressure. In some instances the station elevation is not known accurately, and this produces errors in reduced pressure. Discrepancies from this
source should also be eliminated.
2.19

Eossibility of improving reduction parameters on basis of special
studies

Special investigations should be encouraged to determine in what manner
the reduction parameters may be improved, with a view to securing more representative reduced data. Ihis refers especi~lly to the basic parameters (Is,
3!, e s ), (Isl' a13, esl), (I s 2, a23, es2), (Isl, a14, esl), and (I s 2' a24 and
e s 2). - See equations (14), (26), (27), (28), and (29).
Certain independant variables may be considered as possibly governing
these parameters. Perhaps such variables and their relationships to the basic
parameters may be determined by means of studies involving climatological data,
aerological observations, synoptic observations, and also indirect aerology.
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2.20

Non-classical,

new viewpoint regarding problem of pressure reduction

From the non-classical, new viewpoint, the reduction of pressure in
the downward direction leads to fictitious results which can never be verified
by any process of actual physical measurement. The results are often erratic
in the cases of high stations, and the apparent horizontal gradients of reduced pressure at sea level in such cases may be completely out of accord with
the gradients of actual pressure in the vicinity of the ground.
It is suggesied that the requirements in regard to pressure data for
synoptic purposes are the following :
(1)

actual indication of the existence of high, intermediate, or low pressures in a relative, quantitative manner on a continuous scale over
the surface of the ground regardless of station elevation;

(2)

actual indication of the horizontal gradients of the pressure field
as it exists along the surface of the ground (or sea level).

For (1), the author has introduced L, a simple function of existing
station pressure (ps) and of station elevation (Hp)' For (2), he has introduced a function G, which is rather complex and has to be evaluated as a line
integral based on ob.servations at the ground. Calculation of G would be facilitated by use of a differential analyzer.
An important fact is that requirements (1) and (2) are distinct, and
except where the observations refer to a level (horizontal) surface, the two
requirements cannot be satisfied logically or mathematically by a single parameter. Two different parameters are necessary in the general case, if it is
agreed that one of the aims of synoptic meteorology is to represent the boundary conditions over the surface of the earth.
In addition, in order to complete the description of existing conditions, it is necessary to have reports of the pressure field in the free atmosphere. A distinct advantage accrues from using the G-function, since horizontal gradients in its field yield the same kind of entity as horizontal
gradients of the geopotential field in isobaric surfaces.
Investigations are continuing with regard to development and applications of the Land G functions. Certain derived and related functions of
great interest are also under study.
Such investigations should be encouraged.
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ANN E X

LIST OF SYMBOLS

(Further symbols are defined in the text)
a

assumed lapse rate in the fictitious air column

Bo

height of mercury column (barometric height) at mean sea level, in mm

B

height of mercury column (barometric height) at station level, in mm

s

B'o

height of mercury column (barometric height) at mean sea level, in inches

B's

height of mercury column (barometric height) at station level, in inches

e

vapour pressure at station levei (at pressure p)

ea

mean annual vapour pressure at station

ec

mean vapour pressure for the air column

eo

vapour pressure at sea level

es

vapour pressure argument at the station, in mb

e'

vapour pressure at al titude Zp

e~

mean annual vapour pressure at altitude ~p

2

acceleration of gravity
acceleration of gravity at altitude Zp
acceleration of gravity at altitude ;
gc

mean value of gravity between station and sea level at same latitude

.~

station elevation in geopotential metres

k

= 0.00259

K

hypsometric constant

Po

pressure at mean sea level in mb

Ps

pressure at station level in mb

Ap

pressure correction to be applied

Pc

mean pressure for the air column

Pom
Psa

mean monthly pressure at sea level
mean annual pressure at station

Psm

mean monthly pressure at station
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mean annual pressure at

altitude~
2

mean terrestrial radius

r

constant of gas equation for dry air
constant of gas equation for humid air
air temperature at station at time of observation in QC
temperature at station 6 hours previous to current observation (t),.
in QC
temperature at station 12 hours previous to current observation (t),
in QC
t

m
to
t
mv
ts

mean temperature at the station in QC
air temperature at mean sea level at time of observation in QC
mean virtual temperature at the station

in QC

station temperature argument in QC

v
tt

virtual temperature in °C

t'o

air temperature at mean sea level at time of observation in QF

T

air temperature at station at time of observation

t

air temperature at station at time of observation in QF
in OK

air temperature at station observed 12 hours previous to current observation (T) in OK

Tam

arithmetic mean of air temperature at top and base of air column

T

mean annual vatue of virtual temperature at the station

av

in

in OK

oK

in OK

Tm
Tmv

mean virtual temperature of air column

T

air temperature at mean sea level at time of observation

T

station temperature argument

Srn

mean temperature of air column in °C

emv

mean virtual temperature of air column in QC

Smvn

normal annual value of

S~

mean temperature of air column in OF

e~v

mean virtual temperature ·of air column in of

Z

geometric altitude above mean sea level, in metres

Zh

height of homogeneous atmosphere, in metres

Z
p

geometric altitude corresponding to the station elevation, in metres
(station pressure, p , refers to this altitude)
s

o

s

mean temperature of air column

SillY

in OK
in OK

in QK

in °C
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2'
P

geometric altitude corresponding to the station elevation, in feet
coefficient of expansion of air
0.378 ~
11

~ ~
4 r

log e

= 0.00157

Bs+Bo
2
p

density of the air
latitude of station

